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Abstract—Organizations all over the world are under pres-
sure to reduce their use of non-renewable energy sources and
carbon emissions into the atmosphere due to its increasing
negative impact on the ongoing climate crisis. Blockchain is a
disruptive technology popularised by its use in Bitcoin, which
has subsequently been adopted for various use cases. However,
recently Blockchain has started attracting negative attention due
to its propensity for high energy consumption depending on
the adopted consensus mechanism. In this work, we explore
the need for green (sustainable) Blockchain by comprehensively
reviewing the various existing consensus mechanisms and their
energy consumption to present a framework that will contribute
towards developing more sustainable and environment friendly
Blockchain-enabled systems.

Index Terms—Blockchain; Consensus Mechanisms; Green IT;
Indicative Energy Consumption

I. INTRODUCTION

The European Green Deal, enacted to achieve a ‘climate-
neutral bloc’ by 2050 [1], and the recent International
Telecommunication Union’s global campaign to reduce ICT’s
carbon footprint by 45 per cent by 2030 [2], indicate an imper-
ative need for a paradigm shift in digital transformation and
energy use reconnaissance. Blockchain, which has arguably
become one of the most disruptive technological solutions
popularised by its use in Bitcoin cryptocurrency, is a major
contributor to global carbon footprint due to its propensity
for high energy consumption. Cambridge Bitcoin Electricity
Consumption Index [3] estimated the Bitcoin network’s annual
energy at 124.60TWh, which is over 50 per cent of the
current estimated global data centre electricity [4]. Also, [5]
estimated Bitcoin’s annual carbon footprint at 50.55 Mt CO2,
an equivalent of the carbon footprint of a small country
such as Hungary. Bitcoin, a peer-to-peer electronic currency
developed for digital transactions without an intermediary
by a decentralised database called ‘a chain of blocks’ [6],
has gained tremendous popularity for a multitude reasons.
The underpinning technology of Bitcoin, Blockchain, whose
success is chiefly accrued to its intrinsic value of providing
immutable, secure and authenticated transactions, has since
been replicated and diversified for various use cases. The
diversification was pioneered by the introduction of Ethereum,

a smart contract and decentralised application platform that
executes scripts and runs decentralised applications for various
use cases [7]. Beyond cryptocurrencies, Blockchain solutions
have been explored for many other use cases, including energy
trading, Internet of Things, supply chain management and
others [8] [9]. However, the infamy of Blockchain lies mainly
in its high energy consumption as a result of the proof-of-
work (PoW) consensus mechanism it mostly employs. The
consensus mechanism is an integral facet of the Blockchain for
achieving trust among nodes [10]. Although other consensus
mechanisms have since been introduced to either mitigate
the shortfalls of PoW or better suit some Blockchain use
cases, these consensus mechanisms are both with benefits and
shortfalls which invariably affect the Blockchain’s efficacy
and sustainability [11]. Bearing in mind the overall impact
of ICT on the environment [12], it is expedient to present a
lean Blockchain adoption as a deliberate effort towards the
reduction of ICT’s carbon footprint. Consequently, there is a
need to debunk the widespread supposition of Blockchain ap-
plicability for every use case; this fundamental understanding
will alleviate unnecessary wastage of resources by preventing
stakeholders from venturing into ill-fated Blockchain projects.
Also, because meeting the requirement of a use case and
reducing the environmental impact is often a two conflicting
objectives, there is a need for a framework that will help de-
velopers and stakeholders identify, fine-tune and evaluate this
trade-off. Over the years, there has been an increased need for
sustainable IT due to global digital transformation resulting in
exponential increase of energy consumption thereby impacting
carbon footprint [12]. Therefore, Green IT, or green computing
- the practice or concept of using computing resources in an
environmentally sustainable way while retaining or improving
overall efficiency [13] - has since been introduced and adopted.
To this end, Blockchain as an IT solution should also move
in the same direction.

The subsequent section is as follows: Section 2 highlights
related work. Section 3 gives an overview of different con-
sensus mechanisms with a focus on their energy expenditure.
Section 4 presents a decision support framework based on
the specification of green Blockchain as a viable concept for



environmental sustainability. Section 5 concludes this work
and gives a road map to future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Several papers have been published over the years to
either introduce, analyse or propose improvements on dif-
ferent consensus mechanisms for Blockchain, majority of
which are PoW (and its variants) focused. Few other papers
have also taken a step further to do comparative analysis of
popular consensus algorithms, with emphasis on legitimate
Blockchain issues such as scalability, incentivisation, security
risks, etc. For instance, [14] in their work highlighted the
security, scalability and power consumption of six consensus
algorithms albeit vaguely (due to the limited amount of data
publicly available). Due to unavailability of sufficient data,
their paper presented energy consumption data of only two
cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin and Ethereum) which until now use
the same consensus mechanism (PoW). In more recent works,
[15] and [16] show a comprehensive consensus mechanisms
comparisons covering both those that are actively deployed for
cryptocurrencies and those that are merely a proof of concept.
The analysis detailed scalability, finality (indicates whether a
transaction is reversible), accessibility and adversary tolerance
of reviewed consensus mechanisms. Also, their work does
not give a detailed energy expenditure of reviewed consensus
mechanisms, however, they highlighted energy consumption
as a major criteria that affect Blockchain consensus evaluation
and provided a dichotomous (Yes/No/Fair) energy efficiency
assessment. Emphasis have been laid in a few papers over the
years about the importance of creating a Blockchain frame-
work to support decision making for stakeholders [17], [18]
[19]. However, none seems to be climate and environmentally
focused.

III. OVERVIEW OF CONSENSUS MECHANISMS

Consensus mechanisms may considerably affect the per-
formance and energy consumption of a Blockchain network.
As Blockchain is a decentralised ledger that does not need
a central authority to manage it, a consensus mechanism is
used to determine the validity of a new transaction before
adding a new block to the chain. The adopted mechanism
determines crucial elements such as data consistency, con-
sensus finality, speed, network scalability and sturdiness to
arbitrarily-behaving (i.e., Byzantine) nodes [20]. The consen-
sus mechanism assumes that most nodes are honest to run
and maintain the system. Generally, the approval of more than
50 per cent of the network members is needed to write data
in blocks; however, data can be compromised if dishonest
nodes control a more significant percentage or possess a more
substantial computing power [21]. Furthermore, consensus
mechanisms offer rewards for users to engage in a network,
such as the proof of work consensus used in Bitcoin, where
miners (network nodes) earn a reward (coins) for processing
transactions and generating blocks [22].

A. Consensus Mechanisms

Proof of Work (PoW) PoW, introduced in [6], was de-
veloped to alleviate double-spending in the network. A proof
of work demands that nodes that verify transactions (known
as miners) must perform a complex computation to assert the
validity of entities in the network. In Bitcoin, mining nodes
compete to validate transactions by solving a cryptographic
challenge to build a valid block. When a solution is found,
the winning node proposes a new block of transactions to
be added to the chain [23]. PoW is done on the premise
that the network can remain consistent only if the cumulative
computing power of honest nodes is greater than the attacker’s
computing power. [24]. However, PoW mechanism consumes
enormous amount of energy, e.g., Bitcoin’s PoW mechanism
estimated energy consumption is 1129.89 kWh per transaction
which is the equivalent of the power consumption of an
average U.S household over 38.73 days [5]. However, the
computationally intensive mining and competition leading to
high energy and resource consumption are the same reasons
that render PoW secure.

Proof of Stake (PoS) PoS was introduced as an alternative
to PoW to reduce energy consumption. The voting weight
is related to the assets (owned units of the cryptocurrency,
which are finite and visible, and thus verifiable within the
Blockchain network) rather than the resource computing power
[25]. In proof of stake, transaction validators are chosen semi-
randomly through a two-part process. Every validator must
‘invest’ currencies (a piece of stake) in the network. This
amount is locked in the system to be used as a guarantee
for the new block. The chances of a validator being selected
depend on the number of currencies invested. If this amount
is significant, they have more chances to be chosen [26].
When a validator is selected, the validator must check all
the transactions of the block and validate them to ascertain
they are not fraudulent. When this process ends, the validator
adds the block to the Blockchain. The rewards of this node
for validating the block is the fees that are associated with
each transaction. PoS does not consume as much energy as
PoW because of the absence of miners who compete to solve
mathematical puzzles [24]. However, unlike PoW, the cost of
an attack on PoS is lower, i.e., PoS run the risk of an attack
because it will only take a certain amount of coin (stake) for an
attacker to dominate the network and introduce a fake block to
the chain. Presently, the Ethereum Blockchain, which initially
adopted a variant of PoW, is planning to convert to PoS [27].

Delegated Proof of Stake(DPoS) DPoS works similarly
to PoS, giving priority to the nodes with more stake on the
network. However, the significant difference between PoS and
DPoS is that while validators in PoS are randomly chosen
based on their stake, validators in DPoS are elected by other
nodes on the network to validate and append new blocks (Ba-
makan et al. 2020). The limitation on the number of validators
makes the network more centralised. This mechanism further
reduces the computing resources expended by PoS. Also, the
smaller number of nodes in the consensus process reduces the



transaction time of generating blocks to 3s rather than 64s in
PoS. In this vote-based PoS mechanism, elected nodes are the
core (nodes) of the entire system [28]. In contrast to PoW and
PoS, DPoS is more energy efficient. However, because of the
logical disparity between DPoS and PoS, it is impossible to
compare the efficiency of the two systems in a substantive way.
The consensus process fails to prevent unethical block node
from being elected, and holding the right to generate blocks
over a long period can lead to security risk. Nevertheless, the
rest of the network nodes can vote out dishonest nodes and
elect new representatives [28]. The only major energy demand
of DPoS comes from a few elected block validators. EOS,
which is currently the most popular Blockchain to adopt DPoS,
give the estimation of the energy consumption to be 1.8kW
per block and annual energy of 0.0012TWh [29].

Proof of Luck (PoL) PoL was proposed to leverage
trusted execution environments (TEEs) to build a consensus
mechanism that randomises validators’ selection. According to
[30], this mechanism aims to achieve a low-latency transaction
validation while using minimal energy and computing power.
Each block is assigned a ‘luck’ value within the system, which
is a random number between zero and one. That is, higher
numbers are luckier while lower numbers are unlucky. It is
assumed that validators who verify transaction in the network
will prefer appending their blocks to the chain with the highest
luck value calculated by adding up the corresponding luck
values in each block. Also, a delay is imposed before the
corresponding mining is completed on the mined block’s
random block value. The delay optimises the communication
within the network so that the miner that first solves the
puzzle with higher luck will broadcast to the network. This
proposition’s limitation is that it is still a proof of concept
that has not been deployed to test factors such as energy
expenditure and transaction speed against other consensus
mechanisms [14].

Proof of Elapsed-Time (PoET) Proof of Elapsed Time is
a consensus mechanism introduced for private (permissioned)
Blockchain networks. PoET was developed by Intel in tan-
dem with their Software Guard Extension (SGX)3 technolo-
gies and deployed in the open-source Hyperledger Sawtooth
Blockchain platform. PoET is a form of PoW consensus that
attempts to eliminate the inefficient energy consumption of
PoW by removing the need for the mining process; instead, it
implements a randomised timer system that assigns a random
waiting period to each node inside the network [31]. The
node with the shorter waiting period becomes the miner.
When the miner with the shorter waiting time generates
the block, the other nodes must verify it before the system
accepts it. For a new block to be created, it is necessary to
verify two requirements. First is to ensure the randomisation
of the waiting period assignment. The second one is the
genuineness of the waiting period timeout [32]. PoET is a
potential option for business use cases where transfers are
not all financial. Also, unlike other protocols such as Bitcoin,
PoET is extremely parameterisable. Finally, one of PoET’s
main advantages is that it consumes significantly less energy

over consensus mechanism like PoW [31].
Proof of Activity (PoAc) Proof of Activity is a combination

of PoW and PoS consensus mechanisms [33]. The protocol
starts as PoW, whereby the network miners try to find a
solution to challenging mathematical puzzles to win the new
block’s generation and validation. However, the new block
does not contain transactions. The new block that the miner
generates has only the block header, which includes the hash
value of the previous block, the miner public address, the
block’s index in the b and the nonce. When this process ends,
the miner broadcasts the new empty block to the network. At
this point, the PoW finishes its job, and PoS takes over [34].
A selected group of nodes (validators) is necessary to sign
the new block. All the chosen stakeholders check if the block
header is valid, and if it is, they sign the block with their
private key and broadcast the signature to the whole network.
The last stakeholder receives the block, checks its validity,
signs it, and creates a wrapped block, which extends the empty
block header, that includes the transactions that they wish to
include, the other stakeholders’ signatures and their own. Then
they broadcast the extended block to the network, where nodes
check its validity regarding the process as mentioned above
and consider it a valid block. The rewards from the trans-
actions’ verification are shared between the miners and the
stakeholders [34]. Due to the adoption of PoS to complement
the PoW mechanism, the energy consumption is lower than
pure PoW mechanism. A well-known cryptocurrency that uses
the PoAc consensus process is Decred [35].

Proof of Capacity (PoC) Proof of capacity is a consensus
mechanism whereby miners plot their hard drives to take part
in the mining process. Participants vote on new blocks based
on their ability to assign a non-trivial volume of disc space
[36]. In this algorithm, miners calculate mathematical puzzles’
solutions and store them on their hard drives before the start
of the mining process. The miners who solved these puzzles
faster then work on the consensus process. A miner has more
chances to be selected if they have the most solutions (plots)
stored. The process starts with a miner creating a unique plot
file. The first stage of the process is called plotting, and it
uses a hashing function called Shabal. At this stage, the miner
calculates the solution of Shabal and stores it in his/her hard
drive. The next step is the generation of a nonce, which comes
from the plot file. During the mining process, the miner will
use the scoop number and the corresponding nonce to calculate
the ‘deadline’, a time unit. They will do the same for all the
nonce and will pick the minimum deadline. This deadline is
the time that will pass since the last block was created until
the miner is able to generate a new one. The miner with the
shorter deadline is the one who can generate the new block and
receive the rewards. SpaceMint is built on a non-interactive
version of PoC (called proof-of-space) using the same basic
model as PoW, whereby it inherits Bitcoin’s incentivisation
process as well as its resistance to censorship and denial-of-
service attacks [37]. However, Burstcoin is the first adopter of
PoC and pegs the energy consumption at 0.00024kw [38].

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) Byzantine Fault Tol-



erance refers to a distributed network’s ability to behave
properly, so that it finds consensus accurately and reliably
even though bad actors propagate erroneous information or
forget to transmit information at all. The goal is to reduce
the power of malicious nodes so that the system does not
crash and the honest nodes can reach a right consensus [39].
The three major approaches to this issue used in Blockchain
are Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), Federated
Byzantine Agreement (FBA), and Delegated Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (DBFT). The Ripple protocol presents a low-latency
consensus algorithm that maintains robustness in the face
of these Byzantine failures. The Ripple Protocol Consensus
Algorithm (RPCA) is used by all nodes every few seconds
to ensure the network’s correctness and agreement. After a
consensus is reached, the new ledger is considered ”closed”,
and it becomes the last-closed ledger. The last-closed ledger
held by all nodes in the network would be equal if the consen-
sus algorithm is efficient and there is no fork in the network.
In the time it takes for one round of consensus to end, the
Ripple Protocol will process stable and accurate transactions
in a matter of seconds. These transactions are provably stable
up to the defined bounds, which, although not the best in the
literature for Asynchronous Byzantine consensus, enable for
rapid convergence and network participation versatility [40].
The energy consumption of in BFT is significantly lower than
PoW because it does not entail any computational puzzle.

Practical Byzantine fault-tolerance (PBFT) Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) by (Castro and Liskov
2002) is a protocol that implements consensus in a byzan-
tine and partially synchronous environment. The protocol is
organised into a series of views, each of which is orchestrated
by a leader. The leader of each view orders messages and
sends them to the replicas in a three-step broadcast. Replicas
keep a watch on the leader for protection and aliveness, and
can suggest a change of view if the leader is inaccessible or
malicious. Inside the asynchronous network setting, security
is assured; however, since replicas depend on timeouts to
identify a defective leader, liveness is only guaranteed in a
partially synchronous environment. Nonetheless, the algorithm
is regarded as efficient, so far; the number of malicious nodes
in the network is less than or equal to one-third of the total
number of nodes in the network [41]. PBFT has a lot of
benefits, but it also has a lot of drawbacks. To begin with, it
operates in a fully enclosed setting, in which nodes attempting
to participate or exit must bring the whole system to a halt.
Secondly, though PBFT ensures aliveness and security, it takes
no steps to deal with inactive or malicious replicas, which is
dangerous to the system and will eventually result in a system
crash. Thirdly, PBFT has no specified standard for determining
when replicas are sufficiently operational, resulting in network
participant’s reliance on others and avoid work [42]. However,
PBFT does not rely on hashing techniques like PoW, rather,
it is based on trust between the network nodes, therefore it
is very energy-efficient. Also, because it is centralised like
DBFT, the energy consumption is estimated to be within the
same range. The Hyperledger Sawtooth Blockchain supports

PBFT as well as PoET [43].
Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA) Federated Byzan-

tine Agreement is a consensus model that employs quorum
slices and quorums. Quorum slices are groups of nodes
that work together to achieve a consensus. Quorums are the
agreements that cannot change in the future and are the
subsets of quorums slices that help nodes with the agreement
process. Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP) is an evolution of
Federated Byzantine Agreement [44]. FBA employs a method
that eliminates the need for a central validator list whereby
each validator has a Quorum Slice, which is a group of peer
validator nodes that they trust. Such quorum slices can con-
verge in a network of validators, resulting in a Quorum where
consensus can be achieved by related confidence. Rounds of
voting are used to find a majority. Transactions that do not
meet a certain amount are eliminated in these stages, and a
new round for the remaining transactions begins. FBA requires
nodes to freely access the network as validators, but in order to
contribute as validating nodes in the network, peer nodes must
select the nodes that it trusts in their quorum slice, inferring
that although a decentralised structure is required to be secure,
it is highly centralised, hence, Vulnerable to a single point of
failure. However, it is energy efficient and scalable [45].

Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance (DBFT) Delegated
BFT is a consensus protocol deployed by NEO (neo-project
2021). In this protocol, NEO token holders (citizens) have the
right to vote for the bookkeeping nodes (delegates), regardless
of the amount of currency in their possession. GAS is the
network utility token distributed passively to NEO holders to
pay for transactions. Any node can become a delegate so far
set requirements are met. Requirements include, a solid in-
ternet connection, 1,000 GAS and the appropriate equipment.
Citizens then vote delegates. One of these delegates will be
elected randomly to be the speaker. The speaker creates a new
block out of the transactions that are awaiting validation. The
speaker then takes the request to the delegates who will be
responsible for keeping track of all transactions and logging
them on the network. Delegates will listen to the citizens’
demands, which are the transactions that exist in the network,
they will track them in the network and add them in the
ledger [14]. Although DBFT’s processes is energy efficient, it
is not fully decentralised. Also, delegates need to work under
genuine identities to be selected, therefore, there’s no privacy
on the Blockchain [46] [47].

Proof of Authority (PoA) PoA is a mechanism introduced
for permissioned (private) Blockchain to facilitate validators’
accountability while providing data privacy and security con-
trols lacking in PoW [48]. Here validator’s identity rather than
their asset is at stake (identities are known and pre-authorised),
bringing about both loss of reputation and consequently ex-
pulsion from validator set in the event of misbehaviour [49].
Because permission Blockchain operates in a more trusted en-
vironment, it relies on message-based consensus schema rather
than hashing procedures [50]. Therefore, it employs Byzan-
tine Fault-Tolerant (BFT) algorithms such as the Practical
Byzantine Fault-Tolerant (PBFT) [51] to ensure sufficient fault



tolerance. PoA operates differently from PBFT; it requires
fewer message exchanges, thus providing better performance
and toleration to faults [17]. The algorithm uses a group of
nodes referred to as authorities, out of which a leader is elected
to be in charge of proposing new blocks. The selection relies
on mining rotation schema. Each authority is assigned with
a unique ID and has access to a consensus software, which
handles clients’ transactions in the network. The two imple-
mentations of this algorithm are Aura and Clique. Although
they work differently, the process of proposing a new block by
the leader is the same [48]. The potentials of PoA as a solution
for solving Byzantine consensus problem [52], has made it
appealing to industries with critical security requirements.
However, PoA is suitable for private Blockchain application
whereby validator’s identities are visible to participants and
can potentially cause third-party manipulation. However, PoA
is energy efficient with fast transaction time, high throughput
and scalability [17] [53].

Proof of Importance (PoI) PoI is a consensus mecha-
nism that NEM cryptocurrency [54]launched that is used to
determine the nodes that are eligible to add a block to the
Blockchain, a process called ‘harvesting’. Nodes will receive
transaction fees within a block in return for harvesting it.
Accounts with a higher value score are more likely to be
selected to harvest a block. To be considered for harvesting, an
account must have at least 10,000 vested XEM, according to
the NEM protocol [55]. Unlike similar consensus mechanisms
such as proof of stake, PoI considers participant’s (nodes) over-
all support of the Blockchain network. For instance, it can be
argued that the PoS mechanism promotes coin hoarding since
the validators mine the percentage of transactions proportional
to their stake, encouraging nodes to save their coins instead
of spending them. PoI, on the other hand, reflects on the
network’s total support by taking three aspects into account:
vesting (the more vested coins, the higher the PoI score),
transaction associates (rewards users who make transactions
with other NEM accounts on the network), and the amount and
scale of transactions in a given number of days (transactions
above a certain set-size lead to the account’s PoI score) [55]
[56]. PoI is scalable and assets (stake) are less likely to
be hoarded to the point of threatening the efficiency of the
network [54]. However, it is vulnerable to Sybil attacks and
nothing-at-stake crisis may also take place [55].

Proof of Burn (PoB) Proof-of-burn was first suggested by
Iain Stewart in 2012, it is a method for the irreversible and
provable destruction of cryptocurrencies. They work similarly
to PoW, however, with lesser energy consumption. The main
idea is that miners should “burn” some of their coins to
generate a new block. This way, nodes obtain mining rights in
the system. The process starts when a miner sends some coins
to a verified address, referred to as ‘eater address’. This act
does not consume a lot of energy, only the coins that miner has
sent to the eater address and ensures that the network is active.
The coins that miner sent to the eater address cannot be spent.
The transactions between miners and eater address can verify
that coins are no longer available to be spent. When these

transactions are verified, miners can receive their rewards [57].
In 2014, Slimcoin deployed this mechanism but it has since
been discontinued [58]. Also, the Counterparty project adopts
this mechanism [59]. For the bootstrapping of the Counterparty
cryptocurrency, users burned more than 2,130.87 BTC [?].
There is no need to invest in powerful hardware to adopt PoB,
and it promotes a long-term commitment and time horizon
for a project. However, it is challenging to create and apply
network effects before the Blockchain’s full maturity and there
is no guarantee that a user will ever recover the full value of
the coin being burned [59].

Proof of Believability (PoBLV) Proof of believability is a
consensus mechanism deployed by IOSToken (IOST). Here,
the validators are chosen based on their previous contributions
and behaviour [60]. The consensus algorithm allows high
transaction throughput while ensuring nodes remain compati-
ble, based on factors such as IOST token balance, reputation-
based token balance, network inputs, and user behaviours.
Proof of Believability uses an intra-shard Believability-First
approach. The validators are elected based on their believabil-
ity score which depends on multiple factors, like token bal-
ance, contributions to the community, reviews etc. The highest
believability score has more chances of being selected into
the believability league. Then, the protocol divides the nodes
into groups, the believable leagues and the normal. Believable
validators process transactions fast during the first phase of the
protocol. Then, normal leagues verify these transactions in the
second phase, providing finality and verifiability. Furthermore,
believable validators are divided into smaller groups, one
validator per group, where the transactions are distributed
randomly to be verified. Therefore, the latency of the protocol
is lower than in other protocols [61]. However, the division
of validators into groups of one may cause security problems
as this validator may act maliciously. For this security issue
to be avoided, normal validators will sample transactions and
detect discrepancies. In the case that a believable validator is
detected as fraudulent, it will lose all the tokens and standing.
The duped users will receive compensations for any loss [62].
PoBLV is energy efficient, scalable with fast transaction time
and finality. However, there is probability of error in the
network architecture and probable security issues based on
single node verifier [62] [29].

Proof of Devotion (PoD) Proof of Devotion selects the
validators regarding the influence that they have over the
network. PoD is similar to Proof of Importance, in that both
use a rating system to decide who is qualified to validate
and propose blocks based on a set of parameters. In PoD,
an validator’s eligibility is determined by its level of control,
which is dependent on liquidity and dissemination. PoD is
deployed by Nebulas cryptocurrency network [63], and allows
the participants to generate blocks and become bookkeepers
based on their influence. The process starts with participants
paying a deposit to take part in the bookkeeper’s selection
process. This process includes virtual mining, where all the
candidates try to earn their bookkeeping rights. Bookkeepers
supervise the block generation process. At the end, they



gain the rewards and the transactions fees. If a bookkeeper
misbehaves, they lose their deposit, which is divided and
shared to the other bookkeepers [16].

Proof of Reputation (PoR) POR is a more advanced,
efficient, and secure version of Proof of Authority (POA).
In PoA, validators who are typically known entities are
authorised to verify transactions. However, PoR relies on
the reputation of participants to keep the network stable. A
participant must have a high enough credibility such that
attempting to be dishonest will result in significant financial
and brand implications. Companies, not persons, are used as
validators in POR. A dishonest participant would have a lot
more to lose than only one individual as in the case of PoA.
Here, they’d be losing not just their own credibility, but also
the company’s entire market cap and the reputations of the
officers and shareholders [64] [16]. PoR is currently adopted
by gochain [65]. The energy consumption is lower than PoW
and it has a fast transaction time. [16].

Proof of Weight (PoWe) Proof of weight is a variation
of Proof of Stake that Algorand deployed. With PoS, each
participant’s probability of finding the next block is determined
by the number of tokens they have. However with proof of
weight, weight values are assigned to participants based on
the asset that each person has in their account. In typical
PoS implementations, a malicious leader (who assembles a
new block) will cause a fork in the network, resulting in the
leader losing his money if they are detected (since two copies
of the new block are signed with his key). The weights in
Algorand, on the other hand, are only there to ensure that the
perpetrator cannot use pseudonyms to increase their strength.
As long as at least two-thirds of the total weighted fraction of
participants are honest, malicious processes makes negligible
effect on the network and there remains a strong resistant to
double-spending attacks honest [66]. Despite the importance
of evidence of weight agreement, it is challenging to motivate
users of this method [16]. However, the mechanism achieves
scalability by assigning each step of its protocol to a committee
– a small group of members drawn at random from the total
number of users. The protocol messages are observed by all
other users, allowing them to learn the agreed-upon block.
Agents of the committee are selected at random from all users
based on their weights. As a result, it ensures that a proper
percentage of committee members are. Like PoS, PoWe is
energy efficient compared to PoW because and highly scalable,
however, it is difficult to incentivise [66] [16].

IV. DECISION SUPPORT FRAMEWORK

A. Specification of a green Blockchain

Consequent to the negative impact of energy on the en-
vironment particularly in IT sphere that brought about the
indoctrination of green IT as a deliberate effort for sustain-
ability, Blockchain as an IT solution should be green. A
green Blockchain in this sense denotes an environmentally
sustainable Blockchain that contributes to the mitigation of
global warming and the depletion of the environment. Since
it has been established that inculcating greenness as a digital

prerogative is a viable way of contributing to the reduction of
harmful emissions into the environment [67] [68] [69], a green
Blockchain should be deemed of topmost importance and eth-
ical responsibility of stakeholders when adopting Blockchain
solution especially with the existing global campaign of re-
ducing ICT’s carbon footprint by 45 per cent by 2030 [2].

To deploy a green Blockchain, the following factors ought
to be considered: 1) do I need Blockchain? 2) if yes, what is
the best environmentally sustainable Blockchain solution for
my project? Having a clear-cut understanding of Blockchain
to answer these questions will enable stakeholders choose the
appropriate and sustainable solutions for their use cases and
will debar them from embarking on a doomed Blockchain
project, adding to the long list of failed projects as seen in
[70], and wasting computing resources.

Wüst and Gervais [71], gave a road map for evaluating
the suitability of a Blockchain project providing a method-
ology for determining the most appropriate technical ap-
proach for a project depending on the application scenario.
In their procedure (flowchart), they highlighted the required
trust assumptions, implementation criteria, interested parties,
and technological characteristics such as throughput and la-
tency, result of which culminates to highlighting the type of
Blockchain suitable for a scenario or the incompetence of
Blockchain implementation in such scenarios. For instance,
they stated that, multiple writers and trust (or lack of trust)
are essential determining factors for choosing the appropriate
solution between Blockchain and centralised databases. That
is, for a Blockchain to be an appropriate solution for a use
case, there must be more than one entity that generates the
transactions, and there must be some level of distrust between
such entities, since Blockchain is a technology for databases
with many non-trusting writers. Else, centralised database may
be a more suitable option [71].

Using their in-depth framework as a benchmark, we further
deep-dive and highlight the critical need for clean energy in
the Blockchain ecosystem.

B. Framework

The ensuing decision support framework for consensus
selection is comprised of two distinct parts. Figure 1 is the
primary layer, showing the expanded Wüst and Gervais [71]
decision tree. Figure 2 introduces the Indicative Energy Con-
sumption (IECon) chart showing the link between consensus
and their estimated energy consumption based on existing
projects. The chart also gives examples of existing projects
that adopted the highlighted consensus mechanisms.

The IECon chart aims to act as a guide for stakeholders
and key decision makers to critically review their projects, its
position on the IECon band, and act as a call to action to
intentionally promote greenness in their Blockchain projects.

C. Evaluation

This section highlights the evaluated real world use cases
of selected consensus mechanisms from the highest estimated
energy consumption consensus (PoW) to the least (PoA).



Fig. 1. The proposed framework (adapted from [71])

Fig. 2. IECon Chart

Use Case 1: BITCOIN (Proof-of-Work) Bitcoin was
created solely as an electronic cash system that would al-
low anonymous transfers directly from one party to another
without the need of a bank [6]. Presently, it has a market
dominance of 39.30% [72]. Despite its success, the proof-of-
work algorithm it uses for validating transactions consumes

vast amount of energy which according to [5], is primarily
sourced from fossil fuels, thus, raising awareness on the
unsustainability of Bitcoin’s PoW algorithm.

Having established the huge energy consumption of the
proof-of-work algorithm which ranks as the highest energy
consuming consensus on the IECon chart, the use of a more
sustainable energy source will reduce its massive negative im-
pact on the environment. Although this might be challenging
due to the decentralised public (permissionless) element of
Bitcoin, we hope that through adequate governance, miners
supporting the Bitcoin network will move to a clean energy
source in the near future.

Use Case 2: STELLAR (Federated Byzantine Agree-
ment) Through the Stellar network, you can exchange any
currency, be it traditional currency (fiat) or cryptocurrency. The
network’s token (Lumens) is used to facilitate trades on the
Blockchain based ledger at a fraction of a cent and with great
efficiency. The network allows individuals and institutions
to create various tokens for use on the network, which has
inspired some to use the network for sustainability initiatives
such as investing in renewable energy [73]. The Stellar net-
work Consensus Protocol (SCP) depends on authentication of
transactions occurring via a set of trustworthy nodes instead of
running through the whole network. Therefore authentication



cycle is shorter and much faster, keeping costs low and energy
use to a minimum.

FBA ranks much lower on our IECon chart given that
it is does not require the energy intensive ’work’ of PoW
for transaction authentication and because it employs a more
centralised Blockchain structure, i.e., federated voting for
authentication thereby promoting governance for adequate
energy use.

Use Case 3: HYPERLEDGER FABRIC (Proof-of-
Authority) Hyperledger Fabric is an enterprise grade
Blockchain system used in creating and operating distributed
ledger applications and networks by enterprises. With the
Proof-of-Authority (PoA) algorithm, entities earn the right to
become validators, so retaining the position that they have
gained is incentivised. Through attaching a reputation to
their identity, validators are incentivised to uphold transaction
process, as they do not wish to have their identities attached
to a negative reputation [74].

As shown on our IECon chart, the PoA algorithm is ranked
to be more energy efficient in comparison to the previously
discussed alternatives i.e. Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Federated
Byzantine Agreement (FBA) due to its usage of minimal to
non-existent computational power and also its incentivised
capabilities that can be of advantage for clean energy use
among participanting nodes.

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented a framework that will aid
the decision of stakeholders in choosing the right consensus
mechanism for their Blockchain project based on their energy
consumption. To achieve this, a review of the areas of green
IT and Blockchain was done. This led to the concept of
green Blockchain as a crucial denominator for reducing global
carbon footprint. We also critically reviewed 18 consensus
mechanisms, highlighting their pros and cons with samples of
live projects. Following, a decision supporting framework was
developed by expanding the work of Wüst and Gervais, for
the first phase of energy evaluation of intended projects. This
was followed by developing an indicative energy consumption
(IECon) chart of all reviewed consensus mechanisms, showing
expected energy expenditure. Finally, we did an evaluation of
three live use cases showing how their consensus mechanisms
ranks on our IECon chart.

It is noteworthy that at the time of writing that there
are no empirical data and published details on the energy
consumption of many of the consensus mechanisms. As such
the energy estimations of the reviewed consensus mechanisms
are mainly based on theoretical study of the actual mechanisms
and their underlying computational overheads. As a result, the
Indicative Energy Consumption (IECon) chart is expected to
be revised as more empirical data are produced. Future work
activity will entail additional data gathering of other consensus
mechanisms to expand and update the IECon chart, which will
help lay down a concise pathway for wider industry adoption
of green (sustainable) Blockchain.
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